
Let’s Talk about Jesus
(Jesus the Messiah) 

Part Twelve 
“Mercy Leads to Mercy” 

 Matthew 5:1-12

Introduction

 1. God promises happiness that’s real.

 2. Real happiness comes in unexpected ways (it’s all about attitude).

  • What does it _________ to be merciful?

  • What is the ___________ of  being merciful?

 Conclusion
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Home Group Homework
For the week of  March 5, 2017

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • My favorite memory from high school is…

 • My worst memory from high school is…

REVIEW:
What stood out to you from the weekend’s message?

DIGGING DEEPER:
Matthew 5:7 marks a shift in the beatitudes from inner principles to 
outward displays of  those principles. Jesus statement on mercy requires 
more than just a change in attitude to fulfill.  

 1. Do you think humans are naturally merciful?

 2. When was a time in your life you were shown mercy?

  a. When was a time in your life you showed someone mercy?
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The homework is now available to do and save on the MPCC App! 
Click: Connect – Adults – Home Groups – Date (of  homework)

Follow MPCC Home Groups on Instagram: mpcchomegroups  
Share pictures of  your group! #mpcchomegroups

 3. Read Luke 6:36. What are the implications of  this verse?

 4. Why do you think Jesus statement about mercy was so revolutionary 
for His audience?

 5. List some examples of  mercy from scripture.

  a. What are some takeaways you have from this list that impact  
 how you can show mercy?

 6. Read Matthew 25:34-45. What does this teach us about mercy?

  a. How can you be more proactive in being merciful toward others? 

 7. Read Lamentations 3:22-23. Explain what these verses mean.

 8. How does mercy relate to happiness?

 9. How can we live with an attitude of  mercy?

APPLICATION
 1. Who do you need to show mercy toward in your life?

  a. Why have you not shown them mercy?

  b. What tangible thing can you do to express mercy toward this 
 person this week?

PRAYER REQUESTS:


